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List of Terms Mentioned 
(in order of appearance, page numbers given is where the term is first mentioned) 

 

page 4 
Manga: Japanese comics  

Amateur Manga: the work of mangaka who did not wish to conform to the weekly manuscript 

deadlines of large publishing companies and started self-publishing outside of the mainstream 

manga market. These manga are considered by many, editors and publishers alike to be low 

culture. 

Mangaka: Japanese comic artists 

Anime: Japanese cartoons 

page 5 
Story manga: manga rich in plots and character development 

Anti-Manga Movement: a period in Japan from 1990 to 1992 were anti-manga activists went 

through great lengths to censor manga considered to be ‘indecent’ in general or ‘harmful’ for 

minors 

Adult manga: high culture content that is either completely fictional, based on a true story, or 

used as a visual portrayal of non-fictional material like manuals or brochures 

Jōhō manga: adult manga with informative purposes with either economic, educational or 

political content 

Gekiga: Japanese graphic novel 

page 8 
Ecchi manga: erotic content 

Hentai manga: pornographic content 

Horror or Thriller manga: content with many displays of intense violence, murder and 

bloodshed 

Lolicon manga: features young girls, often sexually 

Shotacon manga: features young boys, often sexually 

Shounen-ai manga: features homosexual relationships between males 

Shojou-ai manga: features homosexual relationships between males 

page 9 
Otaku: meaning nerd, refers to avid manga and anime fans 

Yaoi manga: features sexual homosexual relationships between males 

Yuri manga: features sexual homosexual relationships between females 

page 18 
Scanlation: a manga scanned and translated to be available online to a specific country 

eManga: manga scanned to be available for digital format 

Frontlist manga: most popular manga 

Midlist manga: non-top-ranked manga 

Tankōban: printed books of a single volume or several volumes of manga 

page 25 
Doujinshi: self-published amateur manga 
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The Reality of Manga Coming Out International 
 Sharon Kinsella (2000), author of Adult Manga: Culture & Power In Contemporary 

Japanese Society said:  

At the end of the twentieth century the Orient is once more the focus of European 

desire and fantasy . . . Images from Japanese animation and manga [or Japanese 

comics] presented in television shows and magazine reports on the phenomenon 

in Europe and America, however, have generally been edited to emphasize 

violence, sex and strangeness. This type of manga review in the media has fitted 

snugly into pre-existing notions of Japan as a cruel, sexist, strange and repressed 

society (p. 14). 

However, this is not what Japan had originally intended. There are two sides to manga which 

explain why outsiders to this society think one thing, and why insiders tend to think another. 

Amateur manga, what America has been exposed to a lot of, generally have stories the manga 

industry judges to have little impact or direction. These manga are considered, by many 

mangaka (manga artists), editors and publishers alike, to have low cultural quality. Professional 

manga, with more complex stories even depicting certain social constructs of Japan, are 

considered to have high cultural quality. In fact, the fan base of professional manga in both 

America and Japan, events and critiques about this particular type of manga seem to have a more 

positive reception in public. 

Japan is not the secluded country it once was. The Meiji Era, which ended in the early 

1900s, accelerated the modernization of Japan in an effort to surpass the Westerners who 

imposed themselves on their land. The globalization of modern Japan has been refined through 

the country’s cultural policy and sharing with western and other eastern countries the image 

Japan wants to have. Manga is a significant part of Japanese pop culture and its market has 

spread to several 

countries, including the 

United States. Forty 

years passed between 

the first anime, or 

Japanese cartoon, 

which aired in America 

in 1963, and the first 

manga available in 

English in 2001. 

Despite the growth of 

manga’s international market, Japan still limits their partnership with other countries’ publishing 

companies. The range of content and purpose for what started as a small, international market, 

has been questioned to see how exactly manga was involved with the first launch of the nation’s 

branding as – “Cool Japan”. By studying the priorities of the manga industry in the 1990s, a 

unique difference between what Japan planned to advertise as high culture manga and what 

became known as low culture manga can be discovered. What America was exposed to and fans 

fawned over, was actually a mix of both. 
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Manga became a cultural form of Japan and subject of literary and aesthetic criticism 

long before the West had time to be concerned about the more “mature” content mangaka 

illustrated as they began to take full advantage of their right to free expression. Manga was never 

really intended to “conquer America” by persuading the country to be more open-minded about 

typical, American, moralistic taboos. Manga were planned to become the foundations of an 

international market by showcasing Japan’s contemporary identity. 

 

Post-War Adult Information Manga: 
Business, Politics, & Education 

 

INFORMATION MANGA BLENDING IN WITH JAPANESE SOCIETY  
According to Kinsella (2000), around the mid-1980s was when Japan started to transform 

manga into a cultural form and product by promoting manga with academic of philosophical 

themes. She says “The general process of assimilation by educational and cultural institutions 

has been aptly descried as granting ‘cultural citizenship’ to manga, after a long period of 

‘outsider’ or immigrant status.” Tezuka Osamu (1928-1989) is still known today as the father of 

story manga rich in plots and character 

development and for creating “new 

genres of political and economic manga, 

and information manga [which] were 

positioned in the centre of [manga’s 

official, cultural] promotion” (p. 202). 

As the founding face of story manga, 

even when some of his works were 

targeted by censorship activists of the 

anti-manga movement, he was already 

too large of an icon that the government 

did not want to risk changing his work 

(Kinsella, 2000). What Tezuka helped to 

cultivate, by mangaka and editors alike 

using his works as a reference, is known 

as adult manga. Adult manga can be 

either completely fictional, based on a true story, or used as a visual portrayal of non-fictional 

material like manuals or brochures. The adult manga with informative purposes with either 

economic, educational or political content is known as jōhō manga (Kinsella, 2000). 

 

Jōhō Manga Examples Listed by Kinsella (2000): 

❖ Made in Japan, by Asahi Shinbun, is a graphic novel, or gekiga, version of “an 

autobiography of the president of Sony electronic company,” Morita Akio (p. 73). 

❖ “Igarashi Yumiko drew [the manga version of] Shakespeare’s Romeo and Juliet” (p. 77). 

Tezuka Osamu: 

 
(Wilson, 2015) 
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❖ Jōhō manga has been used for “communications and public relations exercises . . . rule 

books and corporate histories . . . [or] to combine advertising exercises with public 

information projects” (p. 77-78). 

 

 Thanks to its adaptability of giving various stories or information a new, visual form, 

jōhō manga, was valued by the cultural, economic and political institutions of Japan. Kinsella 

(2000) says: 

Japan Inc. was [an economic drama about the employees of a Japanese trading company 

and] the first manga book to be published in which the state of the national economy 

formed became the prototype of a new form of adult manga . . . referred to as . . . jōhō 

manga . . . a form of implicit political revisionism: readers are encouraged to think again 

in a new positive light about key political and economic institutions such as large 

corporations, Diet, or military forces (p. 71). 

Japan Inc. helped market a chain of jōhō manga considered to be forms of high culture because 

of their exploration of the more ethical or principled establishments of Japanese society. This 

manga has been used as a manner of visual, rhetorical appeal for business to attract readers to 

information which “might otherwise be unattractive 

or irrelevant” (Kinsella, 2000, p. 77). Japan’s 

Ministry of Education and Culture even worked with 

the manga industry to publicize its market through 

analytical assessments by critics, news advertisements 

and commercials on television and even billboards 

(Kinsella, 2000). In time, political activism 

propagated across Japan and an actual school of 

thought of manga was established thanks to the rising 

exposure of jōhō manga.  

 

JŌHŌ MANGA DEVELOPING POLITICAL INTRIGUE  
The growing audience of people in high, 

political positions in Japanese society, Kinsella 

(2000) says, helped to expedite the decision to turn 

manga into a cultural art. Adult manga with political 

themes were even read by some of Japan’s political 

leaders. Kinsella (2000) notes that Morning 

magazine’s chief editor sought to create jōhō manga 

which would continue pleasing the higher-ups of 

Japanese society by representing their positions with actual manga characters. The adult manga 

called Section Chief Kōsaku Shima (Hirokane, 1984) acted as a model for 1990s realistic, high 

priority, political and economic dramas (Kinsella, 2000). A journalist of Shūkan Shinchō (1992) 

stated the following: 
Realistic struggles between benefactors and heirs, how to gather capital for 

political campaigns, accounts of terrorists organi[z]ations, are being drawn as I 

Adult Manga Drama:  

Section Chief Kōsaku Shima 

 
(Hirokane, 1984) 
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speak. The new political manga series have [had] real power: everyone from Diet 

members to secretaries [were] reading them (Kinsella, 2000, p. 91).  

 

Jōhō manga managed to get popular to the point that both manga books and magazines were 

gifted to members of “Japanese government agencies abroad” around the early to mid-1990s” 

(Kinsella, 2000, p. 92). In the afterword of his work Post-War Manga (1970), Satō Takao, 

member of the Scientific Thought Group said that even the younger generation of this time had 

taken interest in politics thanks to the rise of the manga age (Kinsella, 2000). 

 

MANGA FOR EDUCATIONAL PURPOSES 
 A joint project by a publisher of academic and literary work, Chūō Kōransha, and 

mangaka, Ishinomori Shōtarō, helped integrate manga into Japan’s educational system. Their 

work, titled Manga History of Japan (1989) “was later recognized by the Ministry of Education 

and Culture . . . as suitable for educational purposes in [elementary to university level] state 

schools” (Kinsella, 2000, p. 73, 95). To preserve both this manga and other post-war manga 

favorites, Japan has erected several manga museums to honor their memory, including one 

named after Ishinomori himself. According to Kinsella (2000), “The only comprehensive archive 

of post-war manga books and magazines is the Modern Manga library . . . the library’s function 

is to keep manga as objects of cultural research” (p. 94). The growth of the manga community 

and industry during early post-war Japan meant that new artists and editors would have to be 

trained properly to supply the demand for more highbrow adult manga. During her research trip 

in Japan, Kinsella (2000) discovered: 

a contributor to the minor manga criticism magazine Mangashūgi (Mangaism), 

Kure Tomofusa suggested that a new school of manga studies should be created 

to establish manga as a cultural form in its own right, with its own ‘rules of 

manga grammar . . . and ‘manga structure’ . . . The new school of manga studies 

is divided in to three main subjects: manga history, the life and work of [Tezuka] 

Osamu, and manga theory (p. 98).  
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Currently, the Kyoto Seika University School of Manga has advanced and now offers a graduate 

program for students studying manga with even more manga research classes. Despite the efforts 

of the age of avid interest in adult manga during the late 1970s to the 1980s, manga from the 

following period became what a sizeable portion of what Youtube videos are to America – a 

form of low culture. 

 

Officially Making Manga A Cultural Form: 
 

GOVERNMENT INVOLVEMENT POST-ANTI-MANGA MOVEMENT 
 As adult manga gained popularity in the formal institutions of Japan, they were separated, 

in tastes, from manga for pure entertainment and mature content. While jōhō manga upheld the 

more conventionalist ideals of Japanese culture, “Manga which did not fit into the criterion of the 

national culture was criticized, blacklisted and discontinued” (Kinsella, 2000, p. 202). Jōhō 

manga was considered good, while the manga with mature content was labeled bad and targeted 

by members of the anti-manga movement in Japan from 1990 to 1992. 

 

What is ‘mature content’ is in manga genres? 

❖ Ecchi – erotic 

❖ Hentai – pornography 

❖ Horror or Thrillers – many displays of intense violence, murder and bloodshed 

❖ Lolicon – featuring young girls, often sexually 

❖ Shotacon – featuring young boys, often sexually 

❖ Shounen-ai – homosexual relationships between males 

❖ Shojou-ai – homosexual relationships between males 

Kyoto Seika University Campus 

 
(n.d.) 
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❖ Yaoi – sexual homosexual relationships between males 

❖ Yuri – sexual homosexual relationships between females 

 

Wave 1: Aversions to Amateur Manga  

 The word otaku, meaning nerd, originated from the 1980s and referred to fans of amateur 

manga culture. Amateur manga is the work of mangaka who do not wish to conform to the 

weekly manuscript deadlines of large publishing companies. Amateur mangaka started self-

publishing outside of the mainstream manga market before developing the resources to form 

small printing and publishing companies (Kinsella, 2000). Amateur manga includes the genres 

listed above as well as parodies of original, professional manga from the more mainstream 

culture. These manga were criticized by professional manga fans, mangaka and their editors 

alike because they did not care for the sexualization, violence, or slapstick humor which was so 

prominent in amateur work. Even some mangaka within the amateur community complained 

about certain genres like parody manga (Kinsella, 2000\).  

The crimes of a serial killer, whose actions were linked to a genre of amateur manga, was 

used to urge a wave of intense censorship of the growing 

subculture. The resentment of amateur manga grew to the 

point that “whether parody or original, [was] widely 

judged to be low-quality culture, because it lack[ed] 

direct references to social and political life”, like jōhō 

manga (Kinsella, 2000, p. 119). After a man named 

Miyazaki Tsutomu was arrested for murdering four small 

girls in 1989, several lolicon manga and analytical work 

on girls’ culture was found in his home. Despite the fact 

that Miyazaki was neglected by his parents and that the 

two live-action horror manga, also inside his room, were 

connected to him being a murderer, the lolicon manga in 

his possession became a greater excuse to start a full-

scale ban on amateur manga. Amateur manga was 

confiscated, their creators and printers were fined or 

jailed and manga content was regulated. As a result, the 

otaku community was ostracized and the very word otaku 

became a derogatory term for manga fans and 1990s 

youth generation at the time (Kinsella, 2000). 

 

Wave 2: Anti-Manga Movement 

A multitude of groups, which were established to ban or censor manga considered to be 

‘indecent’ or ‘harmful’ for minors, were comprised of local citizens, teachers, feminists, 

housewives, anti-racists or even government officials. Following Miyazaki’s arrest, from 1990 to 

1992, these groups were most active in working around Japan’s right to free expression under 

Clause 21 of the 1946 constitution. To counteract this right, anti-manga activists labeled manga, 

like in the genres previously listed, ‘indecent’ in general context or ‘harmful’ to minors. This 

way, manga could be banned from stores and have their printing discontinued for violating the 

The Otaku Murderer: 

Miyazaki Tsutomu 

 
(n.d.) 
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Indecency Act of 1964. These manga, which were easily accessible to minors, were “liable to 

legal restraint” and stores could refuse to sell them because they could be fined “up to 

¥300,000”, which is approximately $2,636 (Kinsella, 2000, p. 140). Police involved in this anti-

manga movement, either tried to send letters of warning to publishers to ban certain ‘indecent’ 

manga, or they pushed for a change in laws to make the process of banning manga run faster.  

 

Manga Regulation & Self-Censorship  

 In an effort by mangaka, to keep their work on shelves, and by their editors trying to give 

a new age of story manga a spot in high culture, manga artist started to censor their own work. 

New organizations were established who even got publishers involved in raising awareness of 

the anti-manga movement’s restriction of free expression. All those resisting the movement tried 

to return the process manga regulation of content to the manga industry itself and keep it out of 

the hands of outsiders. 

 

If you would like to learn more about the anti-manga movement, you can view my other 

work, a YouTube video titled “In Oral Truth: Manga Ethics & Censorship” (White, 2016) 

 

CULTURE VALUE IN JAPAN 
 The true value of manga was beyond the aesthetic appeal of a comic book, but depth of 

the ideological themes, unique to Japanese culture, manga stories could embody through their 

character development, setting and plot. Kinsella (2000) reports that manga’s appeal to high 

culture audiences and “intellectuals is that it is an authentic, home-grown, modern Japanese 

culture with its roots in Japanese social experience, rather than being an American or European 

political or cultural import” (p. 5). Yomota Inuhiko’s Manga Base Theory of 1994 states that 

without its richness in customs, beliefs and references to various structures of Japanese culture, 

manga “itself is physically composed of lines, colors, and shapes, which also have to be taken 

into consideration” (as cited in Kinsella, 2000, p. 100). The artistic elements of manga are 

carefully designed and revised in order to set the emotive ambience necessary to match the story, 

its theme and motif. Natsume Funosuke, a manga theorist, once referred to this tactful 

combination of creativity and analytical work as kōdo no hyōgen, or “a ‘highly sophisticated 

mode of expression’” (as cited in Kinsella, 2000, p. 101). For example, Asano Inio is considered 

to be a new generation mangaka not only because his works span from 2000 to now, but because 

of the unique, technological spin he applies to his aesthetic work. 
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In the screenshots above, Asano is completing a three step process of sketching a photo 

of an object he uses as a model for his spaceship illustration, before adding in more complex 

details with his computer. Urasawa Naoki, a mangaka so popular that many people in the manga 

industry refer to him as a master, directed an episodic documentary called Urasawa Naoki no 

Manben (2015), meaning Urasawa Naoki’s Manga Excursions, to study the artistic styles of 

other mangaka as they work. In the second episode of his documentary, the narrator says that 

“With a photo as a base, an everyday landscape [in Asano’s work is] born out of details drawn in 

from a pen, and the simple characters there evoke a sense of familiarity.” This process of 

sketching after or over real images helps him add more texture and dimension to his manga. 

Asano is a fairly popular, contemporary mangaka partly because he is so detail-oriented and says 

his goal is “to create new forms and expressions that can entertain the reader” (Urasawa 2015). 

His backgrounds help give his work a strong sense of realism; mixing this theme with a two-

dimensional fantasy is one of the unique characteristics Asano’s work is recognizable for. 

 

Mangaka Asano Inio Photographs A Fish Block for a Spaceship 

 
 

 
(Urasawa, 2015)  
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Manga Editors Push Into High Culture 
Following the censorship and regulation of content during the anti-manga movement of 

1990-1992, manga editors focused on “the promotion of new adult manga to the status of a 

serious culture by cultural institutions and manga publishing companies” (Kinsella, 2000, p. 

161). However, by this time, manga started to lose its luster. Stories lacked space for 

development for longer, serialized series. There were also many manga featuring the cliché’s and 

themes commonly found in amateur manga like oversexualized characters and random displays 

of nudity. In order to create manga with realist stories to be promoted as a high form of culture, 

in the 1990s the production seido (or production system) of the work completed between 

mangaka and their editors shifted. Editors were not only involved in the administrative 

production of manga, but in a large portion of the creative process as well. Many manga editors 

criticized mangaka for losing sight of the creativity which thrived during the poverty of post-war 

Japan. Their standards even rose to the point that they contracted temporary editors and sought 

for creative insight from artists outside of their country (Kinsella, 2000).  

 

MANGA EDITOR ELITES 
 Since they began taking more charge of 

manga content, editors who entered the manga 

industry generally had distinguished backgrounds. 

In particular, editors interest in producing realist 

manga were based in the family-oriented manga 

publishing enterprise of Dai Nippon Yūbenkai 

Kōdansha (or Greater Japan Oratical Society of 

High-Ranked People) (Kinsella, 2000, p. 165). True 

to their name (‘Kō’ – high, ‘dan’ – rank, ‘sha’ – 

people), these editors graduated from high class 

schools from Tokyo or Kyoto University or private 

colleges (Kinsella, 2000). In larger publishing 

companies like Kōdansha, these graduates would 

receive exceptional benefits such as “a range of welfare programmes and perks for employees, as 

well as the security of life-time employment, accompanied by wage rises guaranteed with ability, 

if not seniority” (Kinsella, 2000, p. 167). A word Kinsella (2000) heard from one of the younger 

editors from Kōdansha described their working conditions and financial stability as “paradise” 

(p. 67). 

The endeavor to make manga inspirational again in the 90s was what triggered the 

industry’s interest in outsiders to established publishing companies. For example, although the 

initial idea was debated, Kinsella (2000) notes that Japan sought “to locate and employ foreign 

comic artists in other countries around the globe. It was reasoned that foreign artists, in particular 

European artists, might have more ideas, direction and passion than Japanese artists” (p. 193). 

These artists were promoted as source of inspiration to the 90s age of mangaka and to bring a 

sense of newness of fresh ideas to the industry. Since they did not experience the same slump 
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Japanese mangaka seemed to be going through at the time, foreign comic artists were invested in 

to interest readers in themes which were unique or unfamiliar by nature (Kinsella, 2000). 

In addition to seeking new artists, the manga industry sought new editors as well. Outside 

of publishing companies, editors were “sub-contracted” either by a contract manga editing 

company, or “by individual negotiations[s]”. Contract editors were suspected to have “different 

social experiences” as publisher outsiders. Kinsella (2000) says “Adult manga magazines could 

draw both the specialism and enthusiasm for manga, and the varied social experiences of 

contract editors, into the production process” (p. 197). Editors, hired out for temporary work in 

the manga industry, were also part of a competitive job market. In fact, Ginnansha, the “oldest 

and largest” contract manga editor company, would regularly have over “between 700 and 100 

applicants” for a single position, in the year 1992, while only a few people would be accepted 

(Kinsella, 2000, p. 197-98). They were shrewd, saying they did not desire editors who could not 

look past themselves and would be willing to do plenty of work, for little pay, in order to pay 

close attention to how to market manga to the fascinations of their own generation (Kinsella, 

2000). 

“80 per cent” EDITORSHIP 
Since they were already so involved in the administrative process of manga production,  

taking as much charge as they did of the creative work in manga, editors began to outclass and 

outwork mangaka. One such editor, “Aokiji Yūji, was famous [for] devis[ing] the story and 

dialogue” of the manga Osaka Way of Finance (1990). Aokiji claimed responsibility of what he 

said was “80 per cent of the story while 

the artist merely embellished the plot” 

(Kinsella, 2000, p. 176-77). Mangaka 

comments about the editor takeover 

ranged from them feeling they had no 

input, like Yumeno Kazuka of A Reliable 

Person (1993), to seeming completely 

mindless, like a mangaka from Young 

Magazine (Kinsella, 2000). The Young 

Magazine mangaka said “I don’t believe 

in anything, so I am faceless. I don’t have 

a clear idea of what I want to draw so it just develops as it goes along. I have no plan and no 

message so I am very dependent on my editor for ideas” (as cited in Kinsella, 2000, p. 183). The 

Young mangaka’s statement sounds so banal and devoid of emotion that his words almost seem 

robotic. 

Kinsella (2000) states that there were editors who criticized mangaka for their loss of  

originality or complete lack of any originality at all. As social elites prioritizing manga 

expression for business purposes, editors developed a high opinion of themselves and some 

subordinated mangaka in the manga industry hierarchy. Even present-day new or amateur 

mangaka are often required to meet editors in their office as a manner of respect to their seniors 

in the industry (Kinsella, 2000). “As one senior editor remarked, ‘The best artist is both obedient 

and a genius draughtsman’” (as cited in Kinsella, 2000, p. 178). This means they thought 

mangaka should only be concerned with draft manuscripts and not the technicalities of the final 
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work. Editors of this age blamed the loss of imagination in mangaka and the large sales drop of 

1995 on advancements in “computer games and information technology” (Kinsella, 2000, p. 

181). Instead of focusing on improving their storylines, mangaka were believed to have been 

distracted to easily by the new world since the post-war period. 

 

OTAKU IMITATORS 
The words otaku, introvert, particular and petty were used to describe the 1990s  

generation of mundane mangaka who riddled their works with clichés and not enough society-

reflective individuality. Kinsella (2000) interviewed a senior editor in 1994 who said: 

We have been reduced making stories which hinge on whether the lead character 

does or does not wear glasses. There is a big problem in manga. Nothing seems to 

have any energy or a powerful impact anymore . . . Manga has become so 

individualistic and inward-looking that it just cannot go any further. Even the 

artists talk about it. A lot of artist these days are tired because they can’t write any 

more. They ask me over and over again, ‘What is interesting?’ (as cited in p. 182). 

Before editors tried to find a way to re-invent “interesting” manga, they were inconvenienced by 

how “out of touch” mangaka were both with themselves and with their own generation (as cited 

in Kinsella, 2000, p. 182-83). These stories had no reason or direction. Kinsella (2000) 

summarizes that “Their work did not communicate ideas which had a subjective drive, 

immediacy and urgency that could relate back to, attract, inspire and compel manga readers” (p. 

184). In other words, there was not much content a reader could addict themselves to. Editors 

were at a loss. Without much promise from the 90s manga generation, they began to feel 

nostalgic of the 60s and 70s when Japan experienced enough societal change to inspire some of 

the best manga themes and stories in the industry’s history (Kinsella, 2000).  

 

POST-WAR MANGA NOSTALGIA 
Editors theorized that the passion 

from manga produced after World 

War II, from the  

1960s to the 1970s, evaporated 

over time because of the loss of 

the “hungry period”. In Japan, the 

word “hunger” can refer to either 

the deprivation of food or the 

desire to learn more about oneself or the world. Editors labeled the 90s the “watery period” 

because of its lack of original stories (Kinsella, 2000, p. 185). They have also linked the rise in 

uncreative work to the financial, social and political state of Japan at that time. Okamoto Makoto 

was once the owner of the manga editor contract company, Ginnansha. Okamoto said in an 

interview with Kinsella (2000) in 1993 that “The level of energy manga artists invest in manga 

goes up and down according to the period and according to the degree of the dissatisfaction 

[they] feel with the current state of innovation and expression in [Japanese] culture” (p. 185). 
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This implies that the state of Japan in the 1990s was satisfying enough to mangaka that their 

stories lost their daring and exploratory luster. 

The struggles mangaka have experienced from their own economic situations and  

personal clashes with the Japanese government 

helped them develop engaging stories and endearing 

characters. The post-war period is even when two 

themes and genres in the manga industry originated, 

which were popular both back then and now. There 

was konjō, a theme about young boys and their trials 

for realizing their dreams, and spokon, a combination 

of konjō and manga’s sports genre. According to an 

article by Justin Sevakis (2008), called “Buried 

Treasure,” one particular spokon called Tomorrow’s 

Joe (1968) was such a spectacle in Japan that even 

when the antagonist, Tooru Rikiishi, died in the 

manga, a public funeral was held for him. An event in 

a manga, a fictional comic book, had such an impact 

on Japanese citizens that 700 people attended 2D 

Tooru’s funeral (Savakis). This was an affect that 

Japanese editors could not ignore in their efforts to 

popularize manga in the 90s. 

 

WHAT BECAME GOOD, HIGH CLASS MANGA 
Manga editors traced their roots back even further than jōhō manga about business, 

politics and education; they traced good manga back to post-war Japan out of nostalgia for 

grittier, socially-relatable themes. Kinsella (2000) states that: 

Rather than being male-oriented magazines random peppered with semi-

pornographic imagery, manga magazines [were sought] to sound and ‘upstanding’ 

[with stories] salarymen could ‘read openly, ‘discuss with their colleagues’, and 

‘take back home for their wives and children to read’. Adult magazines should 

feature ‘outstanding characters’ [who are] ‘worthy of respect’ . . . from the[ir] 

readers (p. 165). 

To regain this ‘respectful’ readership, some of the themes editors combined with fictional stories 

were the bases of a lot of jōhō manga. Kinsella (2000) says “these themes were often taken from 

broadsheet newspapers, current affairs and business magazines . . . about the state of [Japan’s] 

economy from the perspective of business and finance” (p. 174). Many manga, popular today, 

reflect these dramatized stories based on topical facts as well. For example, the well-renowned 

Death Note manga from 2003 has themes about Japanese criminology and criminal psychology. 

The manga, Sengoku Basara, from 2007 has a Japanese historical theme riddled throughout its 

character personalities, setting and plot. Editors believed drawing fiction from more fact would 

give manga a more respectable and realistic appeal (Kinsella, 2000). 

Where the editors were considered to be the social elites, around the 1960s, many  

Tomorrow’s Joe: 

 Vol 8 featuring Tooru Rikiishi  

 
(Chiba, 1968) 
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mangaka were stricken with poverty and poured their ambitious nature into their works. 

Although the post-war era started to experience improved living educational standards, Tsurumi 

Shunsuke, a cultural critic, said some mangaka were part of the “segments of society which were 

left behind” (as cited in Kinsella, 2000, p. 170). What manga publishers and editors appreciated 

about this time were the emotionally engaging stories depicting some of the social and political 

constructs of Japanese society (Kinsella, 2000). As a result, not only were impoverished 

mangaka favored more than higher classed or educated mangaka, they also served as a model for 

how passionate editors wanted new manga to become. An editor from manga publisher 

Kōdansha said in a 1993 interview with Kinsella (2000) that “Morning magazine [was] more 

high culture (jōhin) than a low-culture (gehin), it [was] a middle class manga [magazine] made 

by élite salarymen in companies for normal salarymen in other companies. It [was] not for street 

vendors” like the people who gather at the Comiket manga convention in his day (p. 200). This 

editor seems to imply that Kōdansha was for no mere otaku, and today the company is 

considered to be the top manga producer in the world. The sum of these editors’ efforts was a 

detailed methodology designed to give manga a form of “social expression” as opposed to the 

lack of valuable free expression mangaka offered during the 1990s (Kinsella, 2000, p. 204). 

 

The Manga Market Meets America 
 According to Jason Thompson (2007), the writer of a manga infographic called “How 

Manga Conquered America,” America was more interested in anime 44 years before manga 

became a well-known trend in the country’s pop culture in 2007. The first anime which aired in 

America within the same year it did in Japan was, Osamu’s (the father of story manga) Astro Boy 

in 1963 (Thompson, 2007). He says that the reason for this long interval in interests was because 

publishers were competing to find a way to teach Americans how to read manga right to left. 

Sales in manga sparked each time series popular in animation were published. The American 

market grew so large that the Japanese government even started awarding Western mangaka. 

 

TEACHING AMERICA HOW TO READ MANGA 
“In the late ‘80s, translated manga series began showing up in the U.S. [but] they were still 

virtually invisible to the mainstream, appearing only in comic shops” (Thompson, 2007, p. 3). 

The following is a list of the methods American manga publishers took to popularize manga and 

gain readership. 

 

1) “Flopping” 

"before scanners and Photoshop" it was a long and difficult process to flip pages 

around from the Japanese right to left reading style (Thompson, 2007, p. 2) 

2) Onomatopoeias  

"Sound effects mixed into the panels played a major role in manga. American editors 

had to painstakingly trim these out and replace the[m] with English equivalents like 

'WHAM!' and 'POW!'" (Thompson, 2007, p. 2). 

3) American Favorites 
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Shoujo manga for girls (like Rose of Versailles (1972) and Sailor Moon (1992)), 

shounen manga for boys (like Naruto (1999)), cyberpunk anime (like Akira (1988) 

and D.N. Angel (2003)) and Pokémon (1997) started to grab readers’ interests, but 

manga still was not selling as well or as steadily as it could (Thompson, 2007, p. 4-5) 

4) Failed “Flopping” 

The reversing of pages seemed to contort the manga experience. Even mangaka 

complained about their characters and other illustrations being flipped around 

(Thompson, 2007, p. 7). "In April 2002, [publisher] Tokyopop shipped a new line" of 

manga without flopping and called it "unfiltered" (Thompson, 2007, p. 6). 

5) “Unfiltered” Manga 

Not only did not flopping manga save money and time, but sales rose, quite well, 

afterwards (Thompson, 2007, p. 6) 

6) Competing Publishers 

Before becoming a mainstream trend in American culture, publishers were competing 

over how to market manga to a western audience, some even made color pages 

(Thompson, 2007, p. 2). However, after unfiltered manga seemed to work, Thompson 

(2007) says “Soon, more than a dozen manga publishers were competing to woo 

readers in the booming bookstore market. [Even] Random House [one of the Big Five 

Publishers in New York] later jumped in [the market] with a new imprint, Del Rey 

manga” (p. 8). 

 

MANGA FAILING IN JAPAN’S CULTURE AFFAIRS POLICY 

In her article “Did manga conquer America?,” Casey Brienza (2014) explains a case 

study she conducted of the of manga industry to understand why Japanese citizens believe ‘Cool 

Japan’ never existed and why they 

think including popular culture in their 

international cultural policy failed. 

Brienza (2014) notes that “Japanese 

artist, Takeshi Murakami [said in 

interview with] Asahi Shimbun in 

March 2012” that manga neither 

conquered Japan or became a 

manageable market to establish Japan’s 

political soft power (p.387). According 

to “political scientist Joseph S. Nye . . . 

soft power . . . ‘is the ability [of a 

nation] to get what [they] want through 

attraction rather than coercion or 

payments’” (as cited in Brienza, 2014, p. 385). However, what Aso Taro, who became Prime 

Minister of Japan the year after the American manga market began to decline in 2007, wanted 

was to export products of the country’s own culture to “drive domestic economic growth” 

(Brienza, 2014, p. 386). Besides the “Fukushima earthquake in March 2011”, there were other 

Former Prime Minister: Aso Taro 

 
(2010) 
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key factors Brienza (2014) says contributed to the failure of stabilizing the manga industry’s 

involvement in Japan’s cultural affairs (p. 385). Printed books were surpassed by digital manga 

and joint projects between both American and Japanese publishers attempting to legitimize a 

digital manga market failed. In addition, prideful Japanese publishers refuse to authenticate the 

working models of manga scanlation (scanning and translating manga for electronic 

distribution) because of their digital piracy. 

 

UNWILLING TO AUTHENTICATE UNOFFICIAL SCANLATION 

 The digitization process of scanning and translating manga into electronic formats (or 

eManga) is known as scanlation. Thompson (2007) got a quote from man with the pen name 

‘“AK of Troy’ [who was] the founder of the scanlation site called Toriyama’s World”. AK of 

Troy said “I had no skills with image editing or web design . . . I just used MS Paint and a 

Genocities Site. I put up about 10 chapters of Kinnikuman (Ultimate Muscle) [published in 1979] 

and got a few hits and some nice emails. When I started doing current series like Naruto 

[published in 1997] and Hikaru no Go [published in 1998], the site exploded!” (Thompson, 

2007, p. 7). Nowadays, the digital manga market is far more prominent than the traditional age of 

publishing new chapter installments of frontlist (the most popular manga) and some midlist 

manga (new or non-top ranked manga) in printed magazines before whole volumes of a series 

are published in small books called tankōban. In fact, the title of an article on 

Animenewsnetwork.com states that “Manga Was Almost 80% of Japan’s Digital Book Market . . 

. from April 2013 to March 2014” (2015). Manga readers today are less likely to buy entire 

books or magazines when they can just pick out what they want to read online. Yet for the 

original Japanese industry to recognize all these factors favoring a growing digital age, they have 

Screenshot of the discontinued Toriyama’s World 

 
(AKA of Troy, 2009)  
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failed, a number of times, in competing with the unofficial scanlators who got a head start on 

manga digitization.  

 In his article, “Dying Manga Market Not Giving to Digitization/Scanlation,” Thompson 

(2012) writes about the reasons why Japanese manga publishers have yet to agree upon a 

working digital strategy. For starters, unofficial scanlators publish manga online for free, since 

they do not official licenses from Japanese publishers to profit their work. They often claim, in 

forums or on their own websites, that what they do helps the mangaka gain more popularity. Yet 

according to Thompson (2012), “#1 bestselling magazine Shounen Jump actually ran an editorial 

begging people not to scan their [work], and the artists themselves certainly don’t like it”. Since 

official digital manga websites sell manga online, Thompson (2012) believes they are cutting off 

some of manga’s availability for their fairly large, younger audiences who “don’t have credit 

cards or paypal accounts to pay for things online”. Also, competition amongst publishers in 

Japan’s Digital Comic Association (JDCA) hinders them from making unanimous decisions 

unlike the fact they do not care for scanlators. Ultimately, Thompson (2012) believes that 

Japanese publishers spend too much time competing with one another and focusing on 

prohibiting unofficial scanlation, than they do on refining a working digital market. 

 

DIRECT-TO-DIGITAL FAILURES 
According to Brienza (2014), the joint project between American and Japanese publishers 

to create a legitimate digital manga market failed several times during the early 200s because of 

the following reasons: 

 

1) Establishing an online identity proved difficult to do both while technology was 

advancing to using more online applications. Already well-known digital manga 

websites, like eManga.com, acted as fierce competitors. 

2) Competing with pre-established sites who made digital manga available for free, when 

they offered to sell manga for profit, was unfavorable. 

3) Funding to build a larger library of digital manga, in order to be seen as attractive to 

readers of various tastes, was not possible with the low sales they made. 

4) Translating readable content proved to be challenging and results were almost equivalent 

to translations “done by Google Translate or Babel Fish”. 

5) “[M]anaging the egos of [Japanese] companies” so willing to strip licenses given to 

American publishers was problematic when they complained about what digital versions 

of their manga did not have enough advertising space online (p. 389). 

By far, for America, one of the most well-known digital manga website failures was  
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Jmanga.com. Jmanga.com was a joint project between Japan’s Toppan Printing Company and 

California’s Asian video streaming website Crunchyroll.com. Brienza (2000) says the site went 

live in August 2011 (p 388).  

Above is screenshot of how the site used to look before being pulled down. The large image of 

the character on the left is an example of some of the false advertising which worked against the 

readership of Jmanga.com. The character, Luffy, is shown on the home page, but the manga, One 

Piece (1997), he is from was not available on Jmanga.com. Thompson (2012) says that 

Jmanga.com was: 

touted as the ultimate legit online manga site but ultimately consist[ed] mostly of 

manga from second-tier publishers like Futabusha. Although big JDCA publishers 

like Shueisha and Hakusensha hinted that they would make their titles available 

on the site, their sole contribution so far has been letting [J]manga use their 

characters in advertising, giving the misleading impression that you can 

read Vampire Knight [published in 2004] and One Piece on [J]manga, whereas 

actually those manga are only available at VIZ's iTunes manga app. 

Once again, competition amongst themselves managed to interfere with the process of Japanese 

publishers managing a digital market. 

 

SIMULTANEOUS LAY DOWNS 

Screenshot of the discontinued Jmanga.com 

 
(Toppan Printing Company & Toppan Printing Company, 2011)  
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 Following the direct-to-digital availability of manga were the simultaneous lay downs of 

2008, meant to release new manga, in all international markets, at the same time (Brienza, 2014). 

These lay downs apply to digitally available anime adaptations of manga as well. Brienza (2014) 

says simultaneous lay downs were a way for Japanese “book publishers to coordinate their 

efforts transnationally to combat the growing threat of digital piracy to their frontlist titles” (p. 

390). In other words, by releasing frontlist manga on the same day in all countries with an open 

market, unofficial scanlators, and other people who distribute manga illegally, would only be 

able to view manga at the same time as other viewers. The reason for during this is to entice avid 

readers to get their first look at the official new installment of a manga, instead of waiting for 

second-hand access.  

 Simultaneous lay downs work to establish an 

official, online market for manga magazine issues in an 

effort to ward off other scanlators sites. Viz Media, 

“America’s largest manga publishing house,” even shut 

down the English printed version of Japan’s popular 

Shounen Jump magazine, in order to take part in 

publishing the “digital-only” Weekly Shounen Jump 

Alpha magazine with another American manga publisher 

known as Shuiesha (Brienza, 2014, p. 390). Yen Press, 

like Shuiesha and Viz Media, publishes different manga 

for simultaneous lay downs, like from Japan’s Monthly 

Shounen Gangan magazine. Yet unlike, these two 

publishers, Yen Press also released “a mixture of licensed 

Korean comics called manhwa” for the lay downs. 

Brienza (2014) states that Kurt Hassler, the founder of 

Yen Press: 

pleaded with an audience of fellow 

industry insiders, journalists, and manga 

fans to support this venture, hinting that 

future simultaneous lay downs would be 

contingent upon the success of this first experiment. They need to show Japanese 

licensors that they can outcompete scanlation sites (p. 391). 

However, even if official manga publishers earn capital from the digital simultaneous laydowns, 

unofficial scanlations sites are still popular among the American manga community.  

Weekly Shounen Jump Alpha 

 
(Viz Media, 2012) 
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Unofficial scanlators have learned to compete with each other and licensed digital manga 

distributors by using the same tricks as the Japanese manga industry. On one hand, these 

scanlation sites are more heavily discouraged from exhibiting frontlist manga.  

For example, as the screenshot above shows, Mangafox.me has numerous pages made for 

frontlist manga, but many of them display this message instead of the actual manga pages: “The 

series of [a name of a frontlist manga] has been licensed, it is not available on Manga Fox”. 

There are countless scanlation sites for midlist manga like amateur works and hentai. A 

commonality amongst these sites, is that they practice simultaneous lay downs as well, but 

amongst themselves. Sites, like Rocaca.com and Mangago.me, post amateur manga from a 

variety of individual or groups of scanlators. They often release chapter installments of midlist 

manga on the same day and around the same time as well. The tenacity and connectivity of 

unlicensed scanlators is a major annoyance to the Japan’s manga industry who has yet to fully 

master the digital manga market. 

Other reasons why official digital manga distributors still compete with unofficial 

scanlation sites is because of the number of setbacks possible with international simultaneous lay 

downs. 

 

1) Language:  

Unofficial scanlation sites generally distribute manga for one language and have 

to worry less about coordinating with sites from different countries. Unfortunately, for 

Japan’s manga industry and licensed international publishers, “the amount of global 

Screenshot of MangaFox.me 

 
(MangaFox.me, 2016)  
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coordination required to simultaneously publish a book in multiple languages and 

territories is tremendous, and complications at any stage of this complex process can 

grind production to a halt” (Brienza, 2014, p. 391).  

 

2) Creative Control: 

Secondly, unofficial scanlators can worry less about keeping some amount of 

creative control of the actual manga content. This means that since scanlators are 

unlicensed and therefore have less obligation to censor manga or manipulate its content 

to some effect, they can spend more time scanning and translating to post manga online at 

a faster pace. Official license holders who want to change content for viewers in their 

country slow the time needed to complete a simultaneous lay down. Brienza (2014) says 

that to keep the process running smoothly, even if international distributors want to 

change something in a manga’s content, they are allowed to do so by working with a trust 

system: 

To eliminate these problems, either the US publisher will have to translate, adapt, 

and otherwise edit the text precisely as the Japanese rights holder requires, the 

Japanese rights holder will have to trust the US publisher to reproduce the text as 

necessary without onerous approval processes, . . . there is transnational 

cooperation right from the initial moment of creation, with editors on both sides 

of the Pacific supervising the artist’s production (p. 391). 

Monitoring a manga’s content for international use from the moments of its production 

may put a strain on the mangaka and the editor’s creative freedom. However, this 

particular method is most likely more reliable and effective than the international manga 

market’s variable trust system. On occasion, Japan still pulls licenses from international 

manga publishers’ when they are not content with how the original manga was changed 

to fit another country’s standards. 

 

3) Finances and Resources 

Both official and unofficial digital manga distributors can suffer from low 

finances and few members to rely on helping to complete so much work to handle for 

digitizing countless manga on a tight schedule. A commonality in an unofficially 

scanlated manga is in one of the first or last few pages added to a work’s chapter or 

volume, before its published online. This page advertises a request for more scanners, 

typesetters, translators and more.  
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As shown above, these scanlators can use creative ways to advertise for more workers by 

appealing to the type of readers the manga may have. Dialogue or just character images from the 

actual manga scanlators, like Sals Scans, post online can be used to attract more people into their 

group. Recruiting members may be easier for unofficial scanlations, since they rarely require a 

typical application process. Conversely, in the process of an official simultaneous lay down, 

gaining more workers, for what is often little pay, is more time-consuming and difficult. Brienza 

(2014) even spoke to an editor whose company downsized greatly since “it was first founded” (p. 

392). Those with a background in unlicensed scanlation are looked down upon. Recruitment 

becomes more difficult when requirements for employees in Japan’s manga industry are known 

to be strict and hold high standards, depending on the publisher, printer, or editing company. 

 

A Manga’s Place Japan’s Cultural Affairs: 
Did the “Cool” Really Conquer America? 

 

AWARDS & RECOGNITION 
There was an International Manga Award granted to recognize people who promote 

manga in different countries around the world. The award is presented by the Japan’s Ministry of 

Foreign Affairs who have had some members who are manga fans themselves (Thompson, 

2007). For example, “Taro Aso, a former Foreign Affairs Minister [was] known as Rozen Aso 

because of his love for the goth manga Rozen Maiden [published in (2008). In 2006,] Aso visited 

(Left) Jackass! Who said it was okay to touch me? (Scarlet, 2015) Vol 1 Ch 1 p 2 

     
Sals Scans Recruitment Page for Jackass (Right) 
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the geek-friendly Akihabara district of Tokyo and gave a speech about the importance of manga 

and anime” (Thompson, 2007, p. 10). In his speech, the reference he makes to Disney characters 

sounds as if manga was actually trying to “conquer America”. The minister said, “Donald Duck 

and Mickey Mouse have been replaced by Doraemon [published in 1969] and Pokémon 

[published in 1997] This is the power that Japan wields. These are the new comic stars of Asia. 

Kids everywhere want to learn Japanese so they can read these before they’re translated!” 

(Thompson, 2007, p. 10).  He was not wrong either, if not for fans’ curiosity and sometimes 

addictive interests, manga would not be scanlated in so many languages. 

 

JAPAN’S LIMITS WITH AMERICAN PUBLISHERS  
They may award or recognize of other mangaka around the world and even cooperate 

with American publishers, but the Japanese manga industry will not associate or legitimatize 

copyright pirates. Brienza (2014) says: 

Publishers, in my view, would benefit the most . . . if they were able to join forces 

and co-opt one or two of the most prominent scanlations sites . . . but this, 

informants assure me, will not happen. As culture industry professionals, they 

have profound moral objections to associating publicly or colluding with 

intellectual property thieves. This was true even among informants who were 

themselves former scanlators! . . . original content and simultaneous lay downs, 

are particularly suited to the most profitable forms of frontlist publishing, and 

these activities are the clearest benefit to American publishing houses (p. 395). 

The problems do not lie within the cultural policy Japan’s Foreign Affairs Ministry has been 

working to improve, but with the competing manga publishers in Japan. Thompson (2012) says 

that the JDCA also do not want to admit that the self-published amateur manga, known as 

doujinshi or dj, is booming. The numbers of manga-inspired comics by foreign artists outside of 

the official Japanese market are rising as well. To reach a universal understanding of how 

licensing and distributing manga should be handled in a global market, competing publishers 

would have to reach some sort of consensus. However, the original manga industry has yet to 

fully cooperate with international distributors or dj and foreign mangaka on equal terms. 

Therefore, the question remains:  

In a high context culture devout to keeping tradition in both micro (private or communal 

situations) and macro (any public setting) societal institutions, is it really possible for 

competing publishers to reach a unanimous decision on how to improve the international 

manga market? 

 

THE DEFINTION OF “COOL” & CULTURAL POLICY 
Brienza (2014) concluded her article by reiterating that Japan was not using manga to  

persuade America to adopt some of its themes or values into its own, western culture. She also 

says manga never became a source to expand Japan’s political influence either, but the industry 

did succeed in evolving into an international market. Her words are: 

The answers are now clear. Manga did not really ‘conquer’ America; it would be 

more appropriate instead to assert that the book publishing industry in the USA 
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has . . . made manga more American in terms of the concrete social and economic 

conditions of its production. This, in turn, implies that manga will not be a vehicle 

to deliver Japanese soft [political] power – at least not in the nationalist economic 

and political terms set forth by Nye (Brienza, 2014, p. 395). 

Brienza (2014) agrees that Japan’s pre-established cultural affairs policy for marketing manga on 

an international level ultimately failed because costs for maintaining the complexity of such 

distribution did not create the influx of domestic revenue the Prime Minister may have 

anticipated. The true soft power of manga is, as Nye theorized, its power of attraction to various 

audiences Aso believed the comics have. Yet with the industry’s struggles to keep all creative 

rights of manga with the original, competing, publishers by only openly working with foreign 

companies they deem worthy of licenses, the true goal of using manga’s attractiveness seems 

unclear. In the end, the true cultural objective of the international market of mangaka, besides 

profiting from royalties, may have been known best by the mangaka and their editors who 

believe in spreading good Japanese quality and individuality in their content. However, this 

implication may have more have had more truth if ‘Cool Japan’ was not resurrected in by the 

Prime Minister following Aso in 2012, Shinzō Abe.  

 

‘COOL JAPAN’ RE-IGNITE!  
Debates rise again about the ‘Cool Japan’ policy 

when Prime Minister Abe renews Aso’s vision of 

spreading the country’s cultural exports as a source of soft 

power. According to Nagata Kazuaki (2013), author of The 

Japan Times article “Cool Japan fund launches to help 

spread products overseas,” the country was fully aware of 

their “lack of a good business model”. As a result, the Cool 

Japan Fund was granted ¥30 million by the government to 

invest in the project’s renewal. Another Japan Times 

article, “Will Cool Japan finally heat up in 2014” by Matt 

Alt (2014), lists some of the nation’s new branding 

strategies. Alt (2014) writes that “The Cool Japan 

Promotion Council convened, announcing a plan to study establishing ‘International Pop Culture 

Zones’ that would be given special tax incentives for animation production companies”. Yet 

even with all the support given to various industries of Japan’s cultural arts, there are those who 

still think ‘Cool Japan’ is an immature concept.  

Sakamoto Ryuuchi, a man who could be considered a prime candidate for the promotion 

with ‘Cool Japan,’ actually has an aversion to the whole cultural policy. Sakamoto is a famous, 

multi-talented, musician in Japan and the subject of the article “Ryuuchi Sakamoto offers his 

thoughts on politics, Japan and how his music will change ‘post-cancer’”. James Hadfield wrote 

this article to cover an interview The Japan Times had with Sakamoto in March 2016 after “his 

first concert . . . since undergoing treatment for throat cancer in 2014”. Sakamoto was quoted on 

his thoughts about ‘Cool Japan’ being a strange and awkward idea, causing him to worry about 

the country’s future. Sakamoto believes:  

One of the unfortunate things that’s happened in the three or so years since Abe 

came to power is that Japanese people are going on about how brilliant Japan is: 

‘This is great! This place is amazing!’ There are too many TV programs and 
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campaigns like that, and I’m getting a little sick of it. It’s fine if people from 

outside the country praise you like that, but to say it yourself — things like ‘Cool 

Japan’ — I don’t think that’s ‘cool.’ (as cited in Hadfield, 2016). 

Ironically enough, Sakamoto has not been sought for recruitment in ‘Cool Japan’ and the artist 

does not care at all for the opportunity (Hadfield, 2016). Beyond improving how cultural 

businesses, like the manga industry, work in affiliation with international markets, ‘Cool Japan’ 

still has other criticisms to overcome within their own venues of cultural affairs. 

 

PERSONAL CONCLUDING THOUGHTS 
What I believe is the biggest problem, nowadays, for marketing manga in America 

dwindles down to the expected difficulties of incorporating and popularizing a piece of one 

culture into a significantly different culture. If you ask America about manga you will 

generally hear of two different types of interests:  

 

1) There are those who are fans and those who do not care for the comics (which most 

likely accounts for a majority of American citizens). Those who do not care for 

manga are either completely unaware of what manga is, or they are aware, but are not 

avidly interested in the products.  

 

2) On the other hand, there are plenty of fans who do not even need to invest in manga 

or manga related merchandise because of the works scanlators post for free.  

 

To take a piece of culture, already divided between the high and low class, from one country and 

trying to integrate it into another, unique culture is a challenging feat. Unfortunately, fixing a 

stable manga market in America may be as complicated as convincing half of the United State to 

eat with chopsticks. Even when American publishers had to jump the hurdle of teaching people 

how to read manga, the market experienced its greatest growth when stars like Pokémon, Sailor 

Moon and other anime translated over. To re-ignite the American manga market with the 

resurrected ‘Cool Japan’ branding, the country will need to re-modernize and adapt to two 

traits of this social media-adept era. Japanese publishers must: 

A) become more open in collaborating with American publishers and  

B) find a way to authenticate digitally-available manga for profit.  

A letter from Levy on January 3rd, 2013, on the new Tokopop site summarizes the company’s 

venture into e-manga (electronic manga): 

Digital technology has transformed many industries including publishing. This hit 

Tokopop very hard since we didn’t have ebook rights to most of our series (except 

OEL). Unfortunately our Japanese licensors did not move fast enough to provide 

a legitimate alternative to piracy, and piracy shows no mercy. As a result, 

TOKYOPOP had to shut down its LA office and the licenses to Japanese titles 

expired, reverting to the Japanese licensors. 
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What that means is TOKYOPOP is evolving as a company. I know many fans 

would prefer us to never 

disappear – we will do what we 

can to deliver manga. I plan on 

experimenting with new ways to 

bring you Asian pop culture. 

Please keep an open mind – and 

give feedback (not just negative 

when you don’t like something 

but also positive when you like 

something) so we can tweak our 

approach. 

The manga market has not dissipated, but merely taken a new form which editors, publishers and 

mangaka alike will need to adapt to in order to renew manga’s role in Japanese cultural policy. 

Manga may never “conquer America,” but if the re-ignited ‘Cool Japan’ is open to forming 

secure ties with American manga publishing, then manga may circulate better in the West. 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Ending image: Soul Eater (Ohkubo, 2004) Vol 25 Ch 113 p 37 

Tokyopop: 

 
(2016) 
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